
Message from the President
This has been another busy quarter and I enjoyed the enthusiastic attendance and active involvement at our 
recent Sydney and Perth Meetings. This augers well for another successful meeting in Adelaide in August.
I imagine most of our members are crunching the numbers to project the State of the Industry as we 
approach the EOFY and the outcome of the Federal Election. A double dissolution is always likely to result 
in some interesting outcomes and a degree of uncertainly. The current  Government is in “caretaker mode”,  
so policies  of significance to PIA are temporarily suspended. Unfortunately this suggests there will be no 
major change in demand for pumping equipment in the next 12 months as a result of Government programs 

i.e. nothing to stimulate demand. Currently, the  IbisWorld forecast indicates it could well be another flat year. 
Despite this, PIA will continue to focus on energy efficiency initiatives. I am excited by PIA’s involvement in ERF and 
consultation with NSW Dept of Env & Heritage.  It shows that we have a profile and a role in this important area as advisors 
and educators. Council recently approved the formation of a subcommittee to develop an action plan for the next 12 months, 
so that this important issue can be addressed. The subcommittee consist of Jamie Dixon, Keith Sanders and myself, but 
once the action plan has been approved by Council we may well draw on a wider input from members on specific issues.
I commend all members to embrace our I&C training and to encourage their clients and all pump users to get involved. It is 
in everybody’s interests to have a solid base of trained and knowledgeable pump installers. Spread the word.
In conclusion, I would like to acknowledge and thank BPMA for their kind invitation for me to attend the 75th Anniversary 
Dinner in October this year. As I will be on holiday on UK at that time, I will happily represent PIA at this function and  
endeavour to strengthen ties with our UK counterparts.

Yours Sincerely,

Ron Astall
President – PIA

1) PIA Activities for the quarter
1.1 PIA General Meeting in Perth
The May PIA General Meeting was held in Perth at John Crane Australia at Canning Vale. The program on 10 May attracted 
a very good attendance and covered quite a diverse range of topics. After a short welcome from Bruce Bell, the local 
Manager, which include the obligatory OH&S outline, Steve Tolhurst  took over to provide a Corporate profile of JCA, 
including some general information about the holding company in UK. It was comforting to see that a significant investment 
in manufacturing, assembly and service capability was being made in this business in support of JCA products installed in 
Australia. This was followed by 3 presentations made by PIA members, which were well  received by those in attendance.

a) As a result of a late cancellation by our Guest Speaker, Ron Astall stepped into the breach and presented a paper on 
suction conditions.

This outlined the significance of NPSH in pump system design and the ultimate selection of  
the most suitable pump type, construction configuration and drive speed to ensure reliable 
operation over the full range of anticipated conditions. As usual, Ron was able to break down 
this complex  topic into the key points for consideration to prevent cavitation, in what is a much 
misunderstood subject. Well worth another airing at a future PIA technical meeting.

b) Reliable measurement of pump performance in site conditions is a basic requirement of 
accurate assessment of the pump and system match across the range of operating conditions. 
As users seek to evaluate upgrade measures aimed at improving overall system efficiency 
and result in reduced energy consumption, the values of flow (Q), Head (H) and Power 
absorbed (Pabs) need to be determined as accurately as possible to establish the “now” 
condition. Many stations do not have sufficient instrumentation to allow for such an analysis 
and the installation of conventional flow measuring equipment is limited by available space.
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Malcolm Robertson of Robertson Technology outlined the methodology of 
continuous performance monitoring using temperature sensing at suction and 
discharge of the pump. The equipment is relatively easy to install and is capable 
of measuring key operating data in existing pump stations with minimum 
disruption and only minor modification to pipework etc. This approach is very 
accurate and Malcolm discussed case studies which have led to fault diagnosis 
and performance gains.

c) To wind up the proceedings, Keith Sanders provided members with an update 
on the PIA involvement with a Technical Working Group on Industrial Equipment 
Upgrade incentives, linked to the Federal Government ERF program. Within this 
framework,  the situation in Europe and USA was examined and the progress 
being achieved by legislation and introduction of mandatory performance 
measures for specific pump types highlighted.

Much of this has been made possible through our cooperation with both BPMA 
and HI, which gives us access to the latest thinking in energy efficiency for 
pumping equipment. The PP  is now on the PIA website.

Our grateful thanks to JCA Perth for their kind hospitality and the finger food 
provided.  

Afterwards, some members joined Councillors attending the meeting to visit 
a local manufacturer who deserves our strongest support. We adjourned to 
sample the products of the Last Drop Pub & Brewery. This  is Perth’s latest 
place to enjoy fine locally brewed European style lagers alongside  tasty cuisine 
in a relaxed atmosphere. 

Well worth it to drop in at the Last Drop...........

1.2 Installation & Commissioning Training Course planned for May 2016
Although the first two courses had a satisfactory attendance and despite some significant improvements being incorporated 
during April, interest has quickly waned with the result that the May course had to be cancelled due to lack of support. 
This is both a surprise and a disappointment. It may be helpful to remind members why this course was designed. The 
bottom line is that pumps supplied by the Industry are often blamed for poor performance, when the installation is the real 
problem and basic faults are left un-attended. There is no legislation or code of practice that sets standards for Installation & 
Commissioning procedures, although there have been moves to consider this. In one State, the authorities actually planned 
to insist ALL pumps be commissioned by registered plumbers...? Obviously, as pump suppliers, we identified significant 
potential problems with such a policy and registered our concerns. We do not want our equipment being installed and 
commissioned by inexperienced and untrained personal, even if they are registered plumbers.

When pumps are shipped to site, often the only time the supplier will hear about the pump early in its working life is if 
something goes wrong during start up or shortly afterwards. How often have you received a message claiming the pump is 
“no good”?  When an engineer visits site, frequently he  finds that it is not the pump causing the problem, but a fault in the 
system exists. However it takes some convincing to get clients to accept this and a debate begins about “who is responsible”.

To provide a viable alternative, PIA has put together this course to address a need for more trained Installation and 
Commissioning personnel to provide a professional service. Considerable time and resources have been invested in this 
course and it draws on the experience of many contributors. With this course, we can provide our members an opportunity 
to have some of their personnel trained on how to install and commission pumps to a recognised industry standard that is 
accredited by PIA and is supported with a certificate. It is our intention to have a register of Accredited I&C personnel, so that 
clients can  access suitably qualified people or even train their own staff to the same level at a reasonable cost.

Having a trained I&C engineer allows our members to provide customers with an additional service that makes sure that the 
pump is installed correctly, its first run is successful and, if desired, the pump satisfies its nominated duty. If anomalies are 
uncovered, the I&C specialist can make recommendations on corrective action, thereby avoiding problems down the track. 
Unsubstantiated warranty claims often cause considerable conflict, particularly with contractors.

The question arises, why should members of PIA support this initiative? The answer to this is basically for your own protection. 
To ensure a pump set is correctly installed and commissioned, the work should be done by someone trained to do the job. By 
offering a service to commission your pump by an accredited person, you are able to make sure that the pumpset you have 
sold has been properly installed and is running correctly at site.
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2) Executive Officer Reports
a) Publications & Training - Alan Rowan

Since the Spring newsletter I have been working with Link Pumps and the Executive Officers to improve the practical part of 
the course and with these improvements in place I am confident that the next course will be the best yet. In order to make 
the Installation & Commissioning Course more widely available across the country I am currently working on holding the 
course outside Melbourne, hopefully, starting in Sydney during the first quarter of 2017.

b) Standards - Ken Kugler

Much of my work in the last quarter has been directed at a viable cooperation with FPAA. This was aimed at building 
support for the Firepump Checklist we have been developing for inclusion in AS 2941 at the next update. A  recent meeting 
the Technical Committee (Hydraulic) of the FPAA concluded that there is a significant problem with non-compliant fire 
protection pumps in the industry. Following on this decision, the committee proposed that a working group be formed 
involving the FPAA and the PIA to develop a certification document. The PIA (AS2941) Check List will be used as a basis 
for the certification document and it will eventually be required to be completed by fire pump manufacturers. It is proposed 
that the document will be required to be sighted and be signed off by the relevant authorities before a fire protection system/
installation can be approved. Long term, the FPAA see it as something that they will promote and discuss with the Australian 
Institute of Building Surveyors and possibly State legislators. 

It is pleasing to note that AFAC (a national “Association” of Fire Brigades) indicated that such a Check List, directly related 
to their involvement at site will enable their Officers to also sign off on installed fire pumps. As their knowledge of correct 
pump installation and commissioning is very limited there is potential for a PIA/FPAA training course to be developed and 
run in conjunction with the checklist initiative.

A submission to Standards Australia on the adoption of the latest ISO standard for Rotodynamic Pump performance testing 
is also in progress.

c) Marketing & Statistics - Keith Sanders

The February 2016 Edition of the IbisWorld report C2451 Pump & Compressor Manufacturing in Australia has been acquired 
and analysed. Much of the summary information was included in the March Newsletter and was also presented at the 
Sydney meeting. It is now available on the PIA website. A bulletin was issued to clarify some of the information and this was 
circulated to members in May. A canned version is provided below.

The column “Revenue” (col 2) actually represents the Australian content of pumps in the overall “domestic demand” figure 
(col 10). I do not believe this includes any allowance for add-ons like drivers, bases etc. 

Domestic demand for pumps = Domestic production + Imports - Exports 

For 2015/16 the figures correlate as follows:-

Dom demand $2900.3 = Rev $1332.0 + Imp $1921.6 - Exp $353.3

It has to be recognised that the IbisWorld report looks at the Australian Industry activity. This analysis of the market data 
relies heavily on ABS statistics which follow Tariff code categories, so there is room for error in these estimates of import 
and export data, due to incorrect code allocation by importers and exporters. I have always advocated that IbisWorld reports 
are only a starting point for a more detailed market analysis by individual companies. However, the growth trends are very 
useful in projecting future demand, because the measures are on a consistent basis.

Work on promoting various PIA events during the quarter resulted in mixed success and editorial was provided to Future 
Water for their magazine issued at OzWater. However our main conduit for publicity remains Pump Industry magazine, who 
have strongly supported PIA since it was commenced 3 years ago.



3) Pump Market
Anecdotal evidence suggest that our Industry faces another tough year ahead. Businesses setting budgets for 2016-17 
will be concerned about the instability in a number of market sectors, especially in Mining & Resources. Alan Rowan and 
Keith Sanders looked at the situation in Perth following the meeting in Canning Vale and were amazed to see such full 
yards of heavy earthmoving equipment along the Great Eastern Hwy. Obviously WA will be facing some tough economic 
times following the boom years they have enjoyed in the recent past. The IbisWorld view of the outlook is provide below, but 
industry revenue is expected to grow only slowly over the next 5 years.

This is probably a time for focus on what delivers the most profitable outcomes rather than chasing business at low margins 
to increase market share. The influence of the value of the A$ may make Export business more attractive in the next 12 
months, but the start up cost if one is not already servicing established Export markets is substantial and needs to be part 
of a long term strategy to penetrate specific markets.
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4) Energy Efficiency Initiatives
Council recently approved the formation of  small subcommittee of Ron Astall, Jamie Dixon and Keith Sanders to prepare a 
strategy for PIA to play a leading role in the development of Energy Reduction programs for pumping equipment. This will  
include but not limited to those covered by Federal Government initiatives under the ERF. 

1. Initial objectives / tasks
• Identify practical Pumping system groupings or categories 
 - System types including recirculating closed loop / open loop static dominant or friction dominant 
 - By application, eg, HVAC / clean liquid / waste water / sewage / slurry / chemical / flammable etc.
• Industry data collection:
 - priorities x type of pump user; Govt authorities / light industry / building service / chemical – petrochemical
 - pump capacity / by power rating / by control method / control valve / open discharge / VFD etc.
• How to establish Baseline analysis techniques 
 - review of ISO14414 / HI & BPMA Publications “Optimising Pumping Systems”, “Pump Life Cycle Costs”, “Variable 

Frequency Drives”.
• Review proposed NSW Dept of Env & Heritage MOU & respond.

2. Longer Term 
• Develop methodology to quantify potential energy savings in pumping systems
 - Benchmarking methods
 - Measurement techniques
 - Auditing / Auditor training & certification?

Any member who might wish to be involved as this project develops is invited to talk to Ron Astall.
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5) New Members
There have been no new member applications recently and in fact, several members have not renewed their 
subscriptions. While this is disappointing, it is symptomatic of depressed business conditions in some sectors such 
that some companies are obliged to review discretionary spending. It is often about getting the best bang for your 
buck. Let’s hope they re-apply when business conditions improve.

6) News from Members
6.1 Fluid Engineering supplies to South Africa

FE recenty supplied 2 Floodlifter pumps to partners Brehnor 
Pumps of Germiston, South Africa and these are the first 
Ornel turbines to be shipped to South Africa since 1973.

The large Axial flow turbine pumps where shipped in April 
to Xinavane in Mozambique and are intended for use as 
flood mitigation units at  Tongaat Hulett’s Xinavane sugar 
operation. Each pump is designed for a duty of 3600 l/s @ 
4m TDH and will be driven via a 12 pole 490RPM electric 
motor. Built with 316L SS propeller and oil lubricated drive 
shaft, all ferrous elements coated in plastic coat finish and 
hardware in  SS for longevity, the pumps where completely 
manufactured in FE’s Griffith Manufacturing facility.

6.2 Monkey Media to continue with Pump Industry in cooperation with PIA
Council recently reviewed our arrangement with Monkey Media and we are pleased to advise our agreement with them 
has been extended. We encourage members to support this magazine when considering their promotional requirements.

7) Global Pump Industry Gossip
The following snippets are from recent news releases issued by World Pumps and other sources:-

7.1 BPMA’s Pump Industry Awards.
The 2016 Pump Industry Awards focused on manufacture and supply, including innovation and achievement, energy saving, 
engineering excellence, customer care and employee motivation. Congratulations from PIA to the winners!

Technical Innovation – Products Winner: Flowserve SIHI: The SIHIboost
Technical Innovation – Projects  Winner: Neptuno Pumps: energy efficient pumps help fight climate change
Environmental Contribution   Winner: Bedford Pumps: save stakeholders £3m on fish friendly scheme
Distributor of the Year    Winner: Tomlinson Hall & Co.
Manufacturer of the Year  Winner: KSB
Supplier of the Year   Winner: John Crane
Engineer of the Year   Winner: Ryan Pearson, Grundfos Pumps
Lifetime Achievement Award  Winner: Ken Hall, Managing Director of Calpeda Pumps

7.2 Sulzer to phase out Pumpex brand
Sulzer has formed a new mining and construction business segment that will include all dewatering activities worldwide.  
As a result, the Pumpex brand name will be phased out during 2016 and products will be branded as Sulzer. Replacement 
pumps, spare parts and service will all be available through the Sulzer sales organization. Founded in 1968, Pumpex has 
been part of Sulzer since 2011.

7.3 KSB’s Dr Sönke Brodersen continues as chairman of VDMA Pumps + Systems.
Dr Brodersen sees the focus of the next few years on the further internationalisation of the association. 

The VDMA Pumps + Systems Association represents the interests of more than 110 manufacturers.

7.4 Hidrostal now has a subsidiary in Australia
Former PIA Councillor Martin O’Connor has advised that Hidrostal has recently formed a new Australian company to service 
users of Hidrostal products in this country. Hidrostal Australia Pty Ltd’s Head Office and Warehouse facility is located 
in Stapylton, South East Queensland and offers full technical support to all customers across the region.  An additional 
technical sales office including a service support facility is located in Victoria, where Martin is Southern Regional Manager.
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8) Forthcoming Events
8.1 Technical Meeting in Adelaide  - 2 August 2016 commencing at 4.30 pm

PIA is pleased to confirm that we will be holding our next Technical Meeting in Adelaide at the premises of Grundfos Australia. 
Previous meetings at Grundfos have always been well attended and we thank Steen Holm Jensen for  providing the venue once 
more for the event.

Our President, Ron Astall will act as the co-ordinator for this meeting. With a solid technical content, it is hoped we can attract 
non-members who have a particular interest in pumping equipment to come along. Our SA colleagues can probably assist in 
making customers aware and we will also receive support from Pump Industry magazine in promoting the event in their regular 
e-newsletters.

8.2 Installation & Commissioning Course in Melbourne - 24 Aug 2016

Training program details are as follows-

Leaders: Alan Rowan & Ken Kugler

Venue: Link Pumps, 4 Ponting Street, North Williamstown, 3016

Time: Registration & safety briefing: 8.15 am

 Theoretical session: 8.30 am to 12.30 pm

 Practical session: 1.00 pm to 5.00 pm

Cost: PIA members - $550.00  plus GST

 Non-members - $650.00 plus GST

Dress: For practical sessions, participants must wear appropriate protective gear.

Please note the new pricing for this course, which reflects the current cost of putting on the course with the level of supervision 
required to keep everyone safe. We encourage you to support this program and register early.

8.3 Breakfast Meeting in Brisbane in Sept 2016
This event is currently under planning and is being organised by John Inkster and Dave Alexander. Please look out for a bulletin in 
August for more details.

8.4 AMCA forum on BIM MEPAUS

Our relationship with AMCA means we endeavour to cooperate in promotion of events likely to be on mutual interest. Members may 
remember PIA provide a lot of standard pump data for the initial  introduction of BIM-MEPAUS.

Please note the Forum that has been organises by AMCA to continue the development of this program.

BIM-MEPAUS Construction Innovation 2016 Forum

AMCA have organised the BIM-MEPAUS Construction Innovation 2016 Forum - to be held on the 4-5 August 2016, at the 
Australian Technology Park, Sydney. 

Members may find more information of the AMCA website if they wish to attend this forum. Grundfos are a sponsor.

We hope members will find something of interest in this edition of the PIA Newsletter. 
We rely on your articles, photos and contributions to deliver a worthwhile publication, 
so don’t be shy. Also, please let us know what you wish to hear about and how we can 
make this newsletter more stimulating for you.

The Editor


